
 
 

ARA celebrates its formal launch at COP26  
The Adaptation Research Alliance (ARA) is celebrating its formal launch at the COP26 
climate summit at Glasgow, UK. We are also proud to be participating in several other 
events at the summit.  

See more details below along with information on how to attend in person or on-the-ground. 

Find the full presidency programme for COP26 online here. All presidency events will be 
webcast on the UNFCCC website here.  

 

Adaptation Loss & Damage 

 
The ARA will be presenting at ‘Building a Climate Resilient Future at Adaptation Loss and 
Damage Day on Monday 8 November 15.30-17.00 GMT. The event, delivered jointly with 
the UK's Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA), presents two high 
impact examples of adaptation action research from the ARA network.  
 
The event will be held in the Blue Zone, UNFCCC Meeting Room 4. It is also available online 
here. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://ukcop26.org/the-conference/presidency-programme/
https://bit.ly/COPwebcast
https://bit.ly/COPwebcast


Science & Innovation Day 

 

The ARA will celebrate its formal launch at a session during Science and Innovation Day 
on Tuesday 9 November 11.30-13.00 GMT. Titled 'ROAR: Science and Innovation for 
Adaptation' it will illustrate the need for - and commitment to - Adaptation Research for 
Impact Principles. You can find the agenda for our launch on our website here. 
 
The event will be held in the Blue Zone, UNFCCC Meeting Room 4. It is also available online 
here. 
 
A special Press Event will be held following the ARA launch on Wednesday 10 November 
15.30-16.30 GMT at the South Africa Pavilion. It will be an opportunity to meet and speak 
with the ARA Secretariat, its network and members of the media. Virtual attendance is possible 
via this link. 

 

Development and Climate Days 

 
Asking what role ‘radical collaboration’ plays in the development of resilient cities, the ARA 
will present during D&C Days on Wednesday 10 November 8.30-10.00 GMT. The ARA’s 
session will explore tangible examples of radical collaborations for enhancing urban 
resilience. 
 

https://southsouthnorth.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/ARA-Launch_SI-Day_Programme_External_5November2021.pdf
https://bit.ly/COPwebcast
https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_HAUakPfQSQyKBX9hljQ4RQ


This is a virtual event and can be accessed via this link. You can see the outline of the event 
below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Resilience Hub 

 

Title: What role does ‘radical collaboration’ play in the development of resilient cities? 
   
 
Key messages: 

• Low-income urban residents must be included as active agents of change in processes of 
enhancing the resilience of towns and cities 

• Resilience to climate change and disasters is dependent on the contribution of insights 
and know-how from diverse urban stakeholders. 

• Processes of ‘radical collaboration’ between diverse urban stakeholders are essential for 
enhancing urban resilience. 

• A number of different components are needed to effect such ‘radical collaboration’ for enhancing 
urban resilience. 
 

Speakers: 
• Anand Patwardhan, Professor, University of Maryland 
• Sumetee Pahwa Gajjar, Fellow, PlanAdapt and Evidence Review Lead, Adaptation Research 

Alliance 
• Mark Harvey, CEO and Founder, Resurgence 
• Joseph Kimani, Executive Director, Slum Dwellers International, Kenya 
• Joy Bailey, Urban Climate Change Resilience Specialist (Consultant), Urban Climate Change 

Resilience Trust Fund (UCCRTF), Asian Development Bank 
• Maarten Kapelle, Head, Thematic Scientific Assessments; Head, Secretariat, World Adaptation 

Science Programme (WASP); UN Environment Programme (UNEP), Science Division, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

• Ndoni Mcunu,  Bilateral Engagement Lead, Adaptation Research Alliance, SouthSouth North 
• Sydney Church, Project Manager, Adaptation Research Alliance, SouthSouth North 
• Aditya V. Bahadur, Principal Researcher, International Institute for Environment and 

Development, UK and member core development team, Adaptation Research Alliance 
• Nora Nisi, Coordinator, Climate Change, International Institute for Environment and 

Development, UK  (moderator) 
 

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/development-climate-days-2021-dc-days-tickets-188301834857


The ARA joins the Resilience Hub on Wednesday 10 November 13.00-14.30 GMT. The 
session will introduce examples of radical collaboration and the impact such an approach 
could have for developing urban resilience.  
 
This is a virtual event and can be accessed via the Resilience Hub website. Visitors must 
sign up for the hub, log-in to the platform and then access the event. You can see the outline 
of the event below; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We look forward to seeing you there! 

  
 

 

Title: Knowledge for transformative action towards a resilient future 
  
Key messages: 

• The session will be hosted by the Climate and Development Knowledge Network, the Resilience 
Knowledge Coalition and the Adaptation Research Alliance - three major, global initiatives that 
seek to ensure that action to enhance adaptation and support resilience stems from a robust 
foundation of research, knowledge and learning. 

• These three initiatives will share their different but complementary approaches to ensure 
adaptation action is locally-led and able to tackle the challenges of climate change in the 
21st century.  

• This session will deliver an insight into innovative approaches for moving knowledge into action 
• It will examine new platforms for establishing researcher-practitioner linkages  
• The session will identify approaches for sharing local knowledge and surfacing expertise and 

leadership from vulnerable communities 
• It will be deliver an understanding of practical entry points for engagement with these three 

initiatives. 
  
Speakers: 

• Shuchi Vora, Programme Officer, Global Resilience Partnership 
• Lisa McNamara, Global Knowledge lead for the Climate and Development Nework, SouthSouth 

North 
• Jesse DeMaria-Kinney, Head of Adaptation Research Alliance Secretariat 
• Rosemary Atieno, Country Lead Kenya, Women’s Climate Center International 
• Saleemul Huq, Director, International Centre for Climate Change and Development 
• Sohanur Rahman, Youthnet for Climate Justice 
• Robbi Redda, Climate and Development Knowledge Network, Country Engagement Lead for 

Ethiopia 
• Anne Hammill, Senior Director, Resilience International Institute for Sustainable Development 
• Rosalind West, Foreign and Commonwealth Development Office, Co-chair of the Adaptation 

Research Alliance 
• Dominique Charron, Vice President, Canada’s International Development Research Centre 
• Nathanial Matthews, CEO, Global Resilience Partnership 

 

https://cop-resilience-hub.org/

